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Frailty: the concept

• ‘A condition or syndrome which results from a multi-

system reduction in reserve capacity to the extent 

that a number of physiological systems are close to, 

or past, the threshold of symptomatic clinical failure.

• As a consequence the frail person is at increased risk 

of disability and death from minor external stresses'.



Multiple systems dysregulation

Deficit accumulation

Vulnerability 
to stressors

Adverse outcomes



(Fried and Walston, 2000

Frailty: 

a phenotypic approach
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Age vs. Frailty

• Frailty more closely relates to the biological

than to the chronological age of individuals.



Frailty vs. comorbidities, disability



The gendered dimension of frailty







Frailty variables (Santos-Eggimann et al.)

• Exhaustion: "In the last month, have you had too little energy to do the things you 

wanted to do?". Yes = 1; No = 0.

• Appetite:"Diminution in desire for food" in response to the question: "What has 

your appetite been like?" or, in the case of a non-specific or uncodeable response 

to this question, by responding "Less" to the question: "So, have you been eating 

more or less than usual?". The presence of the criterion was coded as 1 and its 

absence as 0.

• Weakness was assessed by handgrip strength (Kg) using a dynamometer. Two 

consecutive measurements were taken from the left and right hands. The highest 

of the four was selected. This variable was kept continuous.

• ‘Slowness’ was defined as a positive answer to either of the following two items: 

"Because of a health problem, do you have difficulty [expected to last more than 3 

months] walking 100 metres?" or "... climbing one flight of stairs without resting?". 

One or two positive answers received the score of 1, and two negative answers 

received the score of 0.

• Low activity: "How often do you engage in activities that require a low or 

moderate level of energy such as gardening, cleaning the car, or doing a walk?". 

This variable was kept ordinal: 1 = "More than once a week"; 2 = "Once a week";    

3 = One to three times a month" and 4 = "Hardly ever or never".





The practical application of 

Fried’s operationalization

• The dichotomisation of criteria that are 

measured on a continuous scale (i.e. grip 

strength, walking speed and physical activity) is 

done retrospectively according to the lowest 20th

percentile rule, with further stratifications. 

• This requires considerable statistical expertise 

and also a reference sample, both of which are 

not always available to primary care 

practitioners.





Main study aims
• To assess whether five SHARE variables approaching 
Fried's frailty phenotype had internal validity on their own and 
could be statistically summarised in a single factor with three 
underlying latent classes (i.e. non-frail, pre-frail and frail), with 
appropriate biopsychosocial correlates and predictive validity.

• To provide European community practitioners with a simple 
and valid instrument that offers a pre-calculated, population-
representative and gender-specific frailty class, once the five 
measurements are entered. 

• The SHARE Frailty Instrument (SHARE-FI) is intended to 
facilitate the rapid assessment of frailty in primary care and 
enhance the communication between the various agencies 
managing middle-aged and older people in the community.



SHARE sample (1)

• 17,304 females and 13,811 males included in 

the first wave of SHARE, corresponding to 

nationally representative samples of 12 

European countries.

(Austria, Germany, Sweden, Netherlands, 

Spain, Italy, France, Denmark, Greece, 

Switzerland, Belgium and Israel).



SHARE sample (2)

• Wave 1 data were collected between 2004 

and 2006. The mean age of the females 

was 63.6, and that of males was 64.1.

• Complete data for assessing frailty were 

available for 15,578 females and 12,783 

males.



SHARE sample (3)

• For the prospective validation, we used a 

subset of Wave 1 subjects (11,384 females 

and 9,163 males) for whom mortality data 

at Wave 2 (2006 - 2007) were available.

• The mean follow up period between Wave 

1 and Wave 2 was 2.4 years.
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FRAILTY CLASSES:

MORTALITY PREDICTION

(UNADJUSTED AND ADJUSTED)
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Further validation: incident disability
(Total SHARE sample N = 28,361)

• By wave 2, 3.6% of the non-frail, 12.2% of the 

pre-frail and 30.4% of the frail had increased 

the number of ADL disabilities by at least one.

• Likewise, 6.6% of the non-frail, 20.4% of the 

pre-frail and 36.6% of the frail had, by wave 2, 

increased the number of IADL disabilities by at 

least one.



FRAILTY CALCULATORS

https://sites.google.com/a/tcd.ie/share-frailty-instrument-calculators/





https://sites.google.com/a/tcd.ie/share-frailty-instrument-calculators/



COMPARISON BETWEEN FRIED’S 

OPERATIONALISATION AND SHARE-FI



Cardiovascular Health Study 

(CHS)

Survey of Health, Ageing and 

Retirement in Europe (SHARE)

Baseline sample N = 5,317 aged 65+

(3 US states: California, Maryland, Pennsylvania)

N = 28,361 aged 50+

(12 European countries)

Follow up Annual for 7 years (main cohort) Once (mean time: 2.4 years)

Frailty indicators •Unintentional weight loss

•Exhaustion

•Weakness (grip strength)

•Slow walking speed

•Low physical activity

•Loss of appetite

•Exhaustion

•Weakness (grip strength)

•Functional difficulties (walk 100m, stairs)

•Low physical activity

Method for definition 

of frailty

≥ 3 criteria present 

(3 criteria with arbitrary 

lowest 20% criterion)

Latent class analysis

No arbitrary cut-offs

Frailty prevalence Overall 6.9% 
(original cohort: 7.3% women, 4.9% men)

7.3% women

3.1% men

Outcomes Incident disease �

Hospitalization �

Falls �

Disability �

Mortality �

Disability �

Mortality �

Directly obtainable No (requires post-hoc analyses 

on a reference sample)

Yes (via SHARE-FI online

calculators)



Conclusions

• SHARE-FI has sufficient construct and 

predictive validity, and is readily and freely 

accessible via web calculators.

• SHARE-FI represents one of the first European 

research efforts towards a common frailty 

language at the community level. 



Impact (1)

• Pialoux T, Goyard J, Lesourd B. Screening tools for 

frailty in primary health care: a systematic review. 

Geriatrics and Gerontology International 2012,     

Jan 10:

“It is difficult to show which tool today is the best    

for screening for frailty in the elderly in primary care 

settings.  Two instruments are potentially suitable –

the Tilburg Frailty Indicator and the SHARE Frailty 

Instrument”.



Impact (2)

• Marsh R. Does targeted case-finding of the frail elderly result 

in improved QIPP outcomes? A literature review. Cambridge: 

NHS Evidence Adoption Centre East of England, 2012. 

Available from: 

http://www.eac.cpft.nhs.uk/viewResource.aspx?id=18686

• “SHARE-FI seems useful and highly usable for individual 

assessment, by self-reporting or during a clinical assessment”

• SHARE-FI was one of the recommended tools for the 

identification of frailty in the context of Quality, Innovation, 

Productivity and Prevention (QIPP) programmes.



Thank you!


